</div><div class='add'>+Light and Consolation:</div><div class='add'>+ Chapter Twelve</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+174</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+%nid%%nparlJ</div><div class='add'>+Chapter Twelve</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+Condolences Not in the Presence of the Mourner</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+A. Written Condolences</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
History of the Custom:</div><div class='add'>+ Another customary way to comfort mourners is the writing of “condolence letters.” This allows people unable to visit the home of the mourner during the shiv’ah</div><div class='add'>+ to express the need they fee</div><div class='add'>+l to offer their condolences, owing to their closeness to the deceased or the mourner. This custom arose as early as tenth-century Babylonia, as will be described below.</div><div class='add'>+
There is no uniform text for these letters. </div><div class='add'>+The c</div><div class='add'>+ontent and style vary from letter to letter, from place to place, and from era to era. Some writers intersperse their own words with biblical phrases, while others use talmudic quotations. There are those who try to provide solace to the mourner throu</div><div class='add'>+gh philosophical statements, writing about the meaning of the death of man and the ways of mourning and comfort one σhhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhhok[dddc follow. </div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+While perusing these letters, the reader will be able to discern the different types of styles and the phrases used to express condolences among Jewish communities in different generations. These were the means </div><div class='add'>+to enable people to express a complete Jewish worldview of the way one should approach death.</div><div class='add'>+
The “</div><div class='add'>+condolence letter” literature</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Words of condolence were also </div><div class='add'>+written as the prelude to letters on various topics. It was customary to begin the letter with two or three lines of condolence and then to continue on with the other issues. We will not deal with that type of letter but only with those known to be “</div><div class='add'>+condolence letters,”</div><div class='add'>+ written mainly to comfort the mourner (except for two letters: one from the eleventh century from which we learn of this custom in that period; the other written to Rabbi Moshe di Trani which is distinctive since it is an instance in which a</div><div class='add'>+ mourning student writes condolences to his mourning rabbi). At times it is difficult to distinguish precisely between a letter dealing with lamentation and eulogy that is replete with aphorisms of condolence and a letter of condolence replete with statem</div><div class='add'>+e</div><div class='add'>+nts of lamentation and eulogy. I wish to thank R. Y. Buchsenbaum who took the trouble to send me a list of manuscripts of condolence letters he possessed, some of which had appeared in his anthologies of letters and others which have remained in manuscrip</div><div class='add'>+t</div><div class='add'>+ and have yet to be published. Owing to pressure of time and the scope of this volume, I chose to publish only a selection of them and will, God willing, write about them in the future. Another type of written condolences with which we will not deal is fo</div><div class='add'>+und in the literature of Lam. and eulogies. On the motifs of consolation in medieval Hebrew Lam.</div><div class='add'>+ in Spain, see Y. Levin, Al Mavet, pp. 158–163. He indicates a number of special motifs in words of consolation found in the Hebrew </div><div class='add'>+Lam. of medieval Spain by Ibn Ezra</div><div class='add'>+, Yehuda Halevi, and Shemuel Hanagid, such as: watering the grave and the blessing for rain recited over it (secular poems, nr. 10, verses 25–</div><div class='add'>+26), or the motif that death is not the end but rather the separation of the soul from the body, with the soul rising on high between the seraphim and the angels (Ibid</div><div class='add'>+.</div><div class='add'>+, poem nr. 29), and others. In the cross-references I have generally cited only one source from the Bible or talmudic literature. Even for some of those letters that came with cross-references, additional references have been added in the notes.</div><div class='add'>+ as a genre with its own distinctive style has not yet been the object of research. In this chapter we only </div><div class='add'>+intend to make the reader aware of another way commonly used in the past, and which is still </div><div class='add'>+used today, to console mourners. Here w</div><div class='add'>+e present a number of letters that have distinctive characteristics, collected from Rishonim, </div><div class='add'>+Aharonim</div><div class='add'>+, and manuscripts of anthologies of letters; we survey their content and their structure, and we indicate the sources for the quotations the writers used. The letters are presented chronologically.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
In general one may say that the authors of the letters came from the culturally advanced sector of the Jewish community. Most of them were not only experts</div><div class='add'>+ at composition and style but were pious Jews at home in the Bible, the Talmud, and other works of Jewish law as</div><div class='add'>+ well as thoroughly knowledgeable about the attitudes and language of the Sages.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
[1] a Condolence Letter from a Gaon</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Author of the Letter and its </div><div class='add'>+Recipient — J. Mann in his Texts and Studies</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Pp. 160–161.</div><div class='add'>+ presents the second half of this letter (from the end of the sixth tenet</div><div class='add'>+) and attributes it to Rabbi Samuel b. Hophni (Sura Gaon, 996–1012). In contrast to this, Rabbi S. Abramson</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+BA-Merkazim u-ba-Tefuz</div><div class='add'>+ot bi-Tekufat ha-Geonim@33c1, pp. 58–72.</div><div class='add'>+ offers the letter in its entirety and discusses it at length, casting doubts about Mann’s attribution of R. Samuel b. Hophni as the auth</div><div class='add'>+or. He feels that the division of the letter into “inyanim” (“tenets</div><div class='add'>+”) befits Rav Sa’adiah Gaon (ben Joseph, head of the Sura yeshivah, 927–942). Moreover, other places in this letter use the same language as occur</div><div class='add'>+s in R. Saadiah’s Emunot ve-DE’ot. Abramso</div><div class='add'>+n also points out that this is the same writing style as that of </div><div class='add'>+Rav Israel Gaon, the son of R. Samuel.</div><div class='add'>+
	In any event, Abramson is unable to </div><div class='add'>+totally resolve his doubt and cites</div><div class='add'>+ support for this letter from statements by Rabbi Samuel ben Hophni. He </div><div class='add'>+concludes: “</div><div class='add'>+If Rav Saadiah Gaon is the writer of this letter, it is not surprising. But if it is R. Samuel ben Hophni who is the author, then we must say that he used</div><div class='add'>+ the words of Rav Saadiah, and sometimes literally copied them. This is not impossible.” The author wrote th</div><div class='add'>+is “condolence letter” to a man whose son had died. In Abramson’s view, “</div><div class='add'>+the son was not very young, for if that had been the case the writer would not have refrained from mentioning the tenet of </div><div class='add'>+‘the death of the children’</div><div class='add'>+ and its explanation. We also know that Rav Saadiah Gaon and Rav Samuel ben Hophni dealt with the issue of children’</div><div class='add'>+s suffering and of their death in relation to the theological question treated by Muslim religious scholars.”</div><div class='add'>+ </div><div class='add'>+	Ibid., p. 61. Abramson </div><div class='add'>+also feels</div><div class='add'>+ that “the recipient of the letter was not a T</div><div class='add'>+orah scholar but was well versed in philosophy and literature (= ethics); for that reason we see that the gaon did not quote from the Sages extensively</div><div class='add'>+, but put a positive slant on the need to thank God for the bad the same way we </div><div class='add'>+thank Him the good. </div><div class='add'>+Thus, this letter describes</div><div class='add'>+ the incident of R. Johanan whose ten sons died while he was still alive.</div><div class='add'>+ 	See </div><div class='add'>+Berakhot 5b.</div><div class='add'>+ The greater part of the letter consists of quotes from biblical passages and allusions to states by the maskilim and </div><div class='add'>+‘mishpat ha-sekhel.’ The </div><div class='add'>+maskilim referred to here </div><div class='add'>+were no doubt those concerned with “ethics” (adab) who devoted chapters of their works to anxiety and suffering.”</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+BA-Merkazim u-ba-Tefuzot bi-Tekufat ha-Geonim, pp. 60.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Content of the Letter — This letter deals with four themes:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
A. An </div><div class='add'>+introduction consisting of quotations of biblical verses which </div><div class='add'>+describe the mourner’s situation at the time of his suffering.</div><div class='add'>+
B. </div><div class='add'>+The reason for the obligation to observe the laws and customs of mourning (these are actions commanded by the Creator, for which the mourner will be rewardedin the future. Conver</div><div class='add'>+sely, acts not within the bounds of obligation are distasteful and it is forbidden to carry them out, even in small measure).</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	It is possible that the gaon is,</div><div class='add'>+ by allusion, coming out here against customs of mourning deriving from non-Jewish origin which took root among the Jewish dispersal (an explanation that differs from Abramson’s, Ibid</div><div class='add'>+., p. 59). See Hilkhot Avelut by R. Samuel</div><div class='add'>+ b. Hophni, p. 108: “and should he say: Is it permissible to act optionally in mourning by adding days to those legally prescribed</div><div class='add'>+ mourning — he should be told: ‘Yes, it is permissible.’”</div><div class='add'>+
C. </div><div class='add'>+a person should not say that agony is a natural phenomenon which one cannot overcome, for the </div><div class='add'>+maskilim teach a person to discontinue his suffering</div><div class='add'>+. If he </div><div class='add'>+could not have such inner strength, they would not have so instructed him.</div><div class='add'>+
D. Ten </div><div class='add'>+basic tenets, with supplementary </div><div class='add'>+tenets, which when understood and acted upon properly,</div><div class='add'>+ can guide the mourner to overcome</div><div class='add'>+ his suffering, namely:</div><div class='add'>+
Tenet one</div><div class='add'>+ — to acknowledge</div><div class='add'>+ the existence of God, all of whose actions are just and good; </div><div class='add'>+and to refrain from dwelling upon His attributes.</div><div class='add'>+
Tenets two and three</div><div class='add'>+ — to acknowledge</div><div class='add'>+ the correctness of God’s actions (zidduk ha-din</div><div class='add'>+); to acknowledg</div><div class='add'>+e the rightness of Divine judgment.</div><div class='add'>+
Tenet four — to </div><div class='add'>+acknowledges that God is the Creator of man and that He holds all souls in </div><div class='add'>+His hands.</div><div class='add'>+
Tenet five — to </div><div class='add'>+acknowledge that we were not created to live forever, </div><div class='add'>+and that our goal on this earth is to do what is right in the eyes of the Lord,</div><div class='add'>+ so as to earn a place in the world to come.</div><div class='add'>+
Tenet six — to </div><div class='add'>+acknowledge</div><div class='add'>+ that death is the fate of every living thing; it cannot be avoided and there is no deliverance from it.</div><div class='add'>+
Tenet seven — to </div><div class='add'>+acknowledge that sadness and suffering are part of life in this world.</div><div class='add'>+
Tenet eight — one who is mourning the death of his sons </div><div class='add'>+or daughters must accept the fact and learn from the ways of the prophets and zaddikim</div><div class='add'>+ whose children died during their lifetimes.</div><div class='add'>+
Tenet nine — to </div><div class='add'>+realize that the death of the deceased is for his benefit.</div><div class='add'>+
Tenet ten — to </div><div class='add'>+accept the belief in the resurrection of the dead (the father will yet dwell with his children).</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+Included in the presentation of portions of the letter are Abramson’s comments.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Text of the Letter:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+Light and Consolation: Chapter Twelve</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+220</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+21
</div><div class='add'>+Should you ask how the worrier </div><div class='add'>+is to divert</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+his anxiety and how the one who sighs is </div><div class='add'>+to cease his sighing</div><div class='add'>+, you will be told that the worry and sigh can be removed</div><div class='add'>+ 	Ms. has </div><div class='add'>+ונאנח , while it should have ואנח</div><div class='add'>+ ; it may be that erasure of the נ is indicated by points above and below in the manuscript.. </div><div class='add'>+
by means of ten tenets</div><div class='add'>+, some of them basic and some of them secondary to them. The first </div><div class='add'>+tenet is that one should know </div><div class='add'>+
that we and [the departed] have </div><div class='add'>+a Creator who is the wisest of the wise</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	This phraseology is found in Ha-Midrash ha-Gadol on </div><div class='add'>+Genesis 48:3, p. תשסג (</div><div class='add'>+Genesis Rabba, Ibid., without the word </div><div class='add'>+חכמים., a merciful God </div><div class='add'>+who is full of mercy, and that He created us with his lovingkindness</div><div class='add'>+,
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+nsrsXd1239142925
</div><div class='add'>+and does what is good for us and what will bring us closer to fearing Him and to performing his service</div><div class='add'>+. Thus, if</div><div class='add'>+ He knows that being</div><div class='add'>+
wealthy and having children will bring us closer to holding H</div><div class='add'>+im in awe, He will make us wealthier and give us children, and if He know</div><div class='add'>+s that </div><div class='add'>+
these</div><div class='add'>+ will distance us from His service, H</div><div class='add'>+e will test us with poverty and try us by the death of our children. We must</div><div class='add'>+ </div><div class='add'>+
turn all our words to Him and not think a bad thought about any of His attributes and words, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Job</div><div class='add'>+ 9:4. “Wise of heart</div><div class='add'>+
and mighty in power — who ever challenged Him and came out whole?</div><div class='add'>+”So the man whom God makes rich, should thank Him 
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+30
</div><div class='add'>+and one who is tested by poverty should also thank H</div><div class='add'>+im and bless Him.</div><div class='add'>+ If his children or his relatives should die</div><div class='add'>+, he should take the yoke </div><div class='add'>+
of heaven upon himself for He has acted well toward him</div><div class='add'>+. As our rabbis</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Berakhot 9:5. said, “Man is bound to thank </div><div class='add'>+[God] for the bad</div><div class='add'>+
even as he thanks</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	It is even cited in TB Berakhot</div><div class='add'>+ 33b. In the mishnah Berakhot 9:5 the version is “just as he</div><div class='add'>+ blesses….” Him for the good.” </div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
The second tenet</div><div class='add'>+ is that we are obliged to know that our Creator </div><div class='add'>+
is </div><div class='add'>+just and acts in truth, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+ 	Psalms</div><div class='add'>+ 119:75. “I know, </div><div class='add'>+O Lord, that Your rulings are just; rightly </div><div class='add'>+You have humbled me. He </div><div class='add'>+has no injustice before him and no evil,” as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Psalms 5:5.</div><div class='add'>+ ‘For You are not a God who desires wickedness; evil cannot abide with You…</div><div class='add'>+’”</div><div class='add'>+
So i[f]
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+35
</div><div class='add'>+God chastises one </div><div class='add'>+with physical illness or through the death of his children or through misery or suffering, he should know that </div><div class='add'>+[God] has acted just[ly]</div><div class='add'>+
with him and did not </div><div class='add'>+deprive</div><div class='add'>+ 	!Job</div><div class='add'>+ 27:2. him of His justice, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Job 25:10. “</div><div class='add'>+All the Lord’s paths are steadfast love….”</div><div class='add'>+
The third </div><div class='add'>+tenet is</div><div class='add'>+
That our creator granted </div><div class='add'>+us our lives and the breath of our souls</div><div class='add'>+ with great lovingkindness, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Is. 42:5. “</div><div class='add'>+Who gave breath to </div><div class='add'>+
the people upon it, and life to those who walk on</div><div class='add'>+ it,” and whenever He </div><div class='add'>+wishes to, He will take our soul and gather our spirit and [the spirit] of our</div><div class='add'>+
sons and daughters, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+	Job 34:14. </div><div class='add'>+“If He but intends it, He can call back His spirit and breath.”</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
The [fourth tenet</div><div class='add'>+ is] 
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+40
E</div><div class='add'>+ven though we are the fathers of our children, behold their Creator is called their Father, for </div><div class='add'>+He is the one who sust[ains] </div><div class='add'>+
them in life and is </div><div class='add'>+the creator of their souls, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Is.</div><div class='add'>+ 63, 37. “For You are our</div><div class='add'>+ Father, though Abraham does not know us …”</div><div class='add'>+ Be[cause]</div><div class='add'>+
He is our creator, </div><div class='add'>+He rules over us to do His will with us and H</div><div class='add'>+e possesses us and [our children].</div><div class='add'>+
In [his hand]</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Tentative reading; another possibility, “and [creator]”</div><div class='add'>+. The remnants of the characters in the manuscript do not allow one to make a definite decision here. are all our souls, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+	Job 12:6.</div><div class='add'>+ “In His hand is every living soul and the breath of all mankind,</div><div class='add'>+” and our souls are entrusted to His hand</div><div class='add'>+
as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Psalms 31:6. “</div><div class='add'>+Into Your hand I entrust my spirit….” </div><div class='add'>+
And the fifth tenet is to know that our C</div><div class='add'>+reator
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+45
did not create us in thi</div><div class='add'>+s world to live in it forever, but He created us to do what is good and right in [His ey]es for…</div><div class='add'>+
that is intended</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+	For the time allotted to us. for the world to come, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Psalms 21:5. “</div><div class='add'>+He asked You for life; You granted it….” T</div><div class='add'>+his world is like the [week]days</div><div class='add'>+
while the world to come is like the rest</div><div class='add'>+ing of the Sabbath to become refreshed on it, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Malachi 3:20.</div><div class='add'>+ “But for you who rεvere My name,</div><div class='add'>+ the sun [of righteousness will arise]</div><div class='add'>+” ….The com[mandments], too,</div><div class='add'>+
are a path to the world to come and a trail for traveling from this world to the world to come.</div><div class='add'>+
The sixth tenet</div><div class='add'>+ is that we should know that one cannot flee from death and that no living thing can be spared from it</div><div class='add'>+
as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Psalms 89:49. “</div><div class='add'>+What
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+50
man can live and not see death….</div><div class='add'>+” And as for our forefathers and our prophets, have they not </div><div class='add'>+all died, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+ 	Zechariah</div><div class='add'>+ 1:5. “Where are your fathers</div><div class='add'>+
now?….” </div><div class='add'>+But some of them will die in youth and some will die as adults and some will die in old age, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+ </div><div class='add'>+	Job 21:23–26. </div><div class='add'>+
“[One man dies] in robust health…his pails are full of milk and the marrow…another dies embittered…”</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
They both l[ie]</div><div class='add'>+ 	Mann’s section begins with this line.</div><div class='add'>+ in the [d]u[st] ….And we must all die;</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	2 Samuel </div><div class='add'>+14:14.
we are like water poured out on the ground…</div><div class='add'>+
The seventh tenet</div><div class='add'>+ that we know that the bad things in this [wor]l[d] are man[y]
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+55
in it for a life of sorrow they will live, since a rich man will become poor …</div><div class='add'>+
prophets and righteous persons without sorrow, for all…</div><div class='add'>+
and the eighth </div><div class='add'>+tenet is that one who is [m]ourning for his sons and for his</div><div class='add'>+ [d]aughters is obliged to rely upon the example 
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+60
of the prophets and the righteous person</div><div class='add'>+s whose children died during their lives…[Aaron]</div><div class='add'>+
the chief</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Ezra</div><div class='add'>+ 7:5. priest whose sons died during his lifetime:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Lev. 10:2. </div><div class='add'>+“And fire came forth [from the Lord and consumed them; thus they died]</div><div class='add'>+
before the Lord,. Aaron was silent and kept his peace in accepting the judgment of the Lord, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Lev. 10:3.</div><div class='add'>+ “And Aaron was silent.”</div><div class='add'>+ David, too,</div><div class='add'>+
fasted and cried all the while the child was alive,</div><div class='add'>+ and when he died, he was comforted, for he said he would go to his son and his son would not re[turn] to him, </div><div class='add'>+
as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+ 	2 Samuel</div><div class='add'>+ 12:22–23. “While the child was still alive, I fasted and wept because I thought: </div><div class='add'>+‘Who knows? The Lord may have pity on me,
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+65
and the child may live.’ But now that he is dead, [why should I fast]? Can I bring him back again? I shall go….”</div><div class='add'>+And as for Job, his th[ree] </div><div class='add'>+
sons died at the same time and he accepted the judgment of his </div><div class='add'>+Creator, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+ </div><div class='add'>+	Job 1:21. He said, “Naked came I….” And afterwards</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+                                                                                                    [he also said</div><div class='add'>+ </div><div class='add'>+	Job 2:10.]</div><div class='add'>+
“The good we should accept from God….</div><div class='add'>+” The Lord restored him and made his end good, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Job 42:6. “</div><div class='add'>+The Lord restored Job’s fortunes when he prayed ….” Thus the mourner mourning for his children should take comfort</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
.srsid12391429…to be like these prophets</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Generally speaking. Aaron was not a prophet. Unless we say that the customary usage here derives from an external influence: “prophets without a mission.” Regarding David</div><div class='add'>+—we have the well-known responsum of R. Nissim Gaon to R. Abraham ben R. Moses (now in Milhamot Hashem by R. R. Margaliot, 116).</div><div class='add'>+ who suffered over their children to be like them, and also in the words of 
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+70
</div><div class='add'>+[R. Johanan]</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Berakhot 5b, and see also Ozar ha-Ge</div><div class='add'>+’onim — The Commentaries, page 6, paragraph 18. about whom the Sages said that h[e] had ten sons and they died during his lifetime and </div><div class='add'>+he accepted the judgment of his Creator.</div><div class='add'>+
                                                              </div><div class='add'>+                                         and the ninth</div><div class='add'>+
[tenet</div><div class='add'>+ that we should know tha                               t dea[th] is better than life and that the L</div><div class='add'>+ord caused them to die for his benefit, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Psalms 63:4.</div><div class='add'>+
                                                                                             “[Y</div><div class='add'>+our faithfulness]</div><div class='add'>+
[is better than life; my lip]s declare your praise.”</div><div class='add'>+ And the tenth tenet</div><div class='add'>+ is that we know that dead are destined to live in the future, since the Lord will resurrect everyone, and the father will know his children and sit among them, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Mann has already noted that this apparently refers to 2 Samuel 12:23: “</div><div class='add'>+I shall go to him.”</div><div class='add'>+
…. And when the mo[urn]er knows</div><div class='add'>+ all this in his heart or confirm its, </div><div class='add'>+he will forget</div><div class='add'>+
[h</div><div class='add'>+is si]ghs and his worry will go away, as it is written:</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Psalms 94:19. “</div><div class='add'>+When I am filled with cares, Your assurance [soothes my soul].”
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+[2] Letters from Erez Israel (Eleventh century)</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
Presented here are two more letters from the Oxford Genizah</div><div class='add'>+ collections that were quoted in Joseph Eliash’s article “Yedi’ot al Erez Israel me-ha-Me’ah ha-11” (“</div><div class='add'>+Information from Eleventh-Century Erez Israel”).</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Sefunot 2 (1958), 7–16.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
a) a letter by Sa’adiah he-Haver (the Sage) from Hebron to the Gaon Evyatar Hacohen</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Author of the Letter and Its Recipient — Sa’adiah the member of the “Society of the Graves of the Forefathers”</div><div class='add'>+ that established its location during the eleventh century in Hebron near Me’arat Hamachpelah, addressed his letter to the Gaon R. Evyatar Hacohen, the head of the Erez</div><div class='add'>+ Israel Yeshivah.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Content of the Letter— In the first part of the letter the writer describes his great joy upon hearing the news that Rabbenu Evyatar h</div><div class='add'>+ad been appointed “Gaon Ya’akov,” during the lifetime of his father, R. Elya Hacohen, who had lived in Fustat, Egypt and died in 1081.</div><div class='add'>+
	We present this section of the letter to show that a custom of writing “</div><div class='add'>+letters of condolence” to mourners existed in Erez</div><div class='add'>+ Israel in the eleventh century. The author of this letter did not succeed in having it reach its destination.</div><div class='add'>+
	Below appears only the portion of that letter relevant to our topic.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+

Text of the Letter:</div><div class='add'>+
[page 2]</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+1
When we of “Graves of the Forefathers” h</div><div class='add'>+eard [of the death] of Rabbenu Eleazar, of blessed memory and for life in the world// to come// I [eulog]ized him with numerous eulogies</div><div class='add'>+, and I wept for him with </div><div class='add'>+a great and bitter weeping and we made
the Sabbath day for him like the Sabbath of Lamentations </div><div class='add'>+and I wrote condolences to Egypt through my son Abraham, but the Holy One, blessed be He, did not provide an opportunity for him to go there to offer condolences to our master the Gaon,</div><div class='add'>+ nor to provide heartfelt condolences. May the </div><div class='add'>+heart of the Gaon</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	a concluding blessing by the author of the enquiry to the Gaon.
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+5
a</div><div class='add'>+nd the heart of our Rabbi, the head of the Bet Din be consoled, and may [God</div><div class='add'>+] bless you and hear my prayer for you in this holy place Amen.</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Ibid.</div><div class='add'>+, 11. On the status of the Gaon R. Evyatar Hacohen, see M. Gil, Erez Israel bi-Tekufah ha-Muslemit ha-Rishonah, </div><div class='add'>+I (Tel Aviv, 1983), 604–606, 625. See Z. Schechter, Tehillah la-David (Breslau, 1890), who found,, among the </div><div class='add'>+Genizah fragments in Cambridge University Library, the complete text of a kaddish which was customarily used in eleventh-century Ere</div><div class='add'>+z Israel relating to the most important rabbis living at that time (we also have evidence of this custom in a later period, see ibid.</div><div class='add'>+). Here we only cite the opening of the kaddish: “</div><div class='add'>+yitgadel ve-yitkadesh shemei raba be-alma di vera kirutei yamlikh malkhutei ve-yazma</div><div class='add'>+h purkanei vi-yakrev meshihei be-h</div><div class='add'>+ayei adonenu Evyatar ha-Kohen rosh yeshivat ga’on ya’akov u-ve-hayei rabbenu Sh</div><div class='add'>+elomo ha-Kohen av ha-yeshivah u-ve-hayei rabbenu Zadok ha-shelishi she-ba-</div><div class='add'>+havurah u-ve-hayyekhon” (“</div><div class='add'>+Magnified and sanctified be His great Name in the world which He created according to His will. May He establish His kingdom during the life of our master Evyatar ha-Kohen, the head of the Yeshivah Gaon Ya’akov,</div><div class='add'>+ and during the life of Solomon ha-Kohen, principal of the yeshivah, and during the life of Rabbenu Zadok, the third member of the heads, and during your life.”</div><div class='add'>+ 
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+b) a condolence letter to Elijah b. Evyatar Hacohen</div><div class='add'>+
Author of the Letter and its Recipient</div><div class='add'>+ — This letter was wri</div><div class='add'>+tten to Elijah the son of the gaon R. Evyatar Hacohen who lived in Tyre. Eliash notes that the identity of the letter writer, its sender, and the place from which it was sent are not known. We can only assume that the letter was sent at the end of the ele</div><div class='add'>+venth century or at the beginning of the twelfth.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Content of the Letter — The letter is replete with flowery phrases in Hebrew and biblical verses and deals with the following themes:</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
An opening — Citation of biblical verses </div><div class='add'>+which contain acceptance of Divine judgment (z</div><div class='add'>+idduk ha-din). </div><div class='add'>+
Blessings, condolences, and wishes for a good and long life.</div><div class='add'>+
The bad tidings about the death of R. Zadok Hacohen severely hurt the writer.</div><div class='add'>+
Condolences to R. Evyatar and R. Elijah Hacohen, that they may have the privilege of finding comfort in the rebuilding of the Temple when sadness will turn to joy.</div><div class='add'>+
An appeal for forgiveness from the gaon that no group had come from the writer’s community to offer condolences, since the pathways were treacherous by sea and by land (one must keep in mind that this was the Crusader period).</div><div class='add'>+
Since the entire letter concerns condolences, it is presented here in full.</div><div class='add'>+

Text of the Letter:</div><div class='add'>+
	Proclaiming that the Lord is upright, in whom there is no wrong.</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Psalms 92:15.</div><div class='add'>+; I will clothe priests;</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Psalms</div><div class='add'>+is a reference to Evyatar, who was a kohen.</div><div class='add'>+ The Rock! — His deeds are perfect. His ways are just….</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Deut. 32:4.</div><div class='add'>+ The righteous man perishes yet no one considers.</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Isaiah 57:1.</div><div class='add'>+ Woe is me! I am become like leavings of a fig harvest.</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Micah 7:1.</div><div class='add'>+ God is righteous in all his ways, and gracious in all His works,</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Psalms 145:17. Consolation and grace, relief to [my] sadness and the bindings of [my] wounds; good tidings …</div><div class='add'>+approaching salvation. Removal of pain, sorrow, sighing and agony. Consolation of the good tidings for Zion and then light and joy will be [the lot] of our master from the Lord of hosts to cons</div><div class='add'>+ole your heart…. May his seat be established forever with dignity; a long life with good and pleasant things; atonement of his cherished one, his son…. </div><div class='add'>+
	</div><div class='add'>+We have been informed of the harsh tidings that pain the heart and weaken the spirit concerning the passing of Rabbenu Z</div><div class='add'>+adok Hacohen of blessed memory. The Lord is witness that we are sorrowed, trembling and anxious.</div><div class='add'>+ May his portion be in the Garden of Eden in the company of the righteous. This decree [and news of his death] made the body and soul burn, distanced joy and passed from us all respite. [His death] stupefied</div><div class='add'>+ our hearts; we became as fools; we became poor and sullied; it was as if </div><div class='add'>+our possessions had suddenly su</div><div class='add'>+nk. He gathered his roses and perfumes; there remains no cluster to eat …</div><div class='add'>+
	We are a ransom and redemption for the glory of our revered teacher — a light unto Israel —</div><div class='add'>+Elijah ha-Kohen, the fourth [of the group, that is, the fourth generation of this dynasty], may [our consolations] be a shelter for him, let the pure light relieve him and gladden his heart, the life of our master, the ga’on</div><div class='add'>+, a prince of the people in Torah. May he be found worthy of the building of the Temple and the gathering of the scattered sheep [Israel]…</div><div class='add'>+May he turn sorrow into abundant happiness and joy.</div><div class='add'>+
God will make known the suffering and the crushed spirit of the afflicted soul…</div><div class='add'>+ who acted out of decency and steadfastness in Torah, the greatness and holiness of our leader and teacher, our master Elijah ha-Kohen, head of the yeshivah Ge’on Ya’akov, of blessed memory</div><div class='add'>+, with the utmost humility. May the zaddik </div><div class='add'>+and his splendor… assure him his place with Abraham, Seth and Jacob. May He who dwells in the heavens have mercy upon him; may the living God fulfill for him to sustain us in life. </div><div class='add'>+
	[Members] of the community — a</div><div class='add'>+s part of what they are obliged to do — cleansed their hands</div><div class='add'>+ and said, “blessed be the true judge.” Were it not for the conditions on the sea and land and the weeks</div><div class='add'>+ on the roads...the servants would have presented themselves…</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Translated from the Arabic.@391429</div><div class='add'>+
The God of Israel will keep away from him all forbidden things</div><div class='add'>+ … redeem him and atone him, our master the fourth…and the tribulations of time.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+	[Additions to this letter, at the top of the page]</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+	Our venerable teacher Elijah the fourth, may my King and S</div><div class='add'>+hepherd watch over him… may he be engraved in the law</div><div class='add'>+ of uprightness; may he be strengthened; may he be cleansed of any iniquity, may he be saved from the evil eye and may he be inscribed in the book of life…</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Sefunot, pp. 14–16.</div><div class='add'>+ [The complete text of this letter in Hebrew may be found in Or ve-Nihumim</div><div class='add'>+, pp. 136. ff.]</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+c) Condolence letter from Eli ha-Mumheh b. Abraham to Hesed b. Yashar upon the death of his son</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+a letter of condolence from the eleventh century (Ms. Budapest-Kaufman 143), published by A. Scheiber in his Geniza Studies</div><div class='add'>+.</div><div class='add'>+ 	Alexander Scheiber, “</div><div class='add'>+Kondolenzschreiben des Eli Hamumche B. Abraham An Chesed B. Jaschar,” Geniza Studies, New York, 1891, 166–</div><div class='add'>+172. The letter is presented here in its entirety along with Scheiber’s comments. On the history of the brothers Abraham, known as Abu Sa’ad, and Hesed, known as Abuna   s</div><div class='add'>+ar, of the Al-Tastari family, their status, and relations with the caliph’s family, see Y. Mann, The Jews in Egypt and in Palestine under the Fatimid Caliphs,</div><div class='add'>+ Oxford University Press, 1922, I:76–83. Concerning their tragic death, see part II:79–81: Three letters were written. Note especially the letter by th</div><div class='add'>+e gaon Rabbi Solomon b. Judah, the author of the condolence letter to Rabbi Sahlan Aluf b. Abraham, who was the spiritual leader of the Babylonian community, and who refers to them as “two z</div><div class='add'>+addikim.”</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Author of the Letter and i</div><div class='add'>+ts Recipient — Eli b. Abraham, known as Ha-Mumh</div><div class='add'>+eh, wrote a letter to Hesed b. Sahl Yashar Al-Tastari, on the death of his son Yashar. </div><div class='add'>+Hesed was one of the leaders and wealthy members of the Egyptian community and in close contact with the family of the caliph. He was one </div><div class='add'>+of the most important members of the Babylonian community in Fustat at that time and was closely involved with public affairs. R. Hai Gaon exchanged letters with him in 1038, and they sought to offer support to R. Sahlan Aluf b. Abraham</div><div class='add'>+, the spiritual leader of the Babylonian community. We know nothing of the circumstances of death of his son Yashar, but </div><div class='add'>+Hesed and his brother Abu Sahd Abraham died unnatural deaths.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Content of the Letter — a short letter, it begins with a salutation to Hesed the senior and statements accepting the Divine judgment</div><div class='add'>+, and concludes with tenet               </div><div class='add'>+s of accepting Divine judgment; in the middle are words of placation and consolation.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Text of the Letter:</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+a1
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+Consolation is sent in reverence to the holiness in…</div><div class='add'>+
Mar Rav Hesed the elder the valiant, May his rock and redeemer protect him
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+b1
The rock — His deeds are perfect, yea all his ways are just and good</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+	 Deut. 32:4.
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+5
[in as much as a] king’</div><div class='add'>+s command is authoritative, and none can say to him, “What are you doing?”</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Eccl. 8:4.</div><div class='add'>+
[You are righteous] O Lord; your rulings are just</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Ps. 119:137.</div><div class='add'>+
[Your commandments] are always fulfilled. And long life</div><div class='add'>+
will [replace d]eath. The repose of life will replace a sigh</div><div class='add'>+
[and all g]ood. Renewed power and heart. In reverence to his holiness</div><div class='add'>+
[ Φarrsid1781117 Hesed the elde]r, the dear, the important, and may he watch over him 
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+10
</div><div class='add'>+[his rock and his redeemer watch over him and and may he re]lieve the anxiety from his heart and may he console him</div><div class='add'>+
[in his mourning as] he promised as [a mother comforts her son] so I will comfort you; you shall find comfort</div><div class='add'>+
in Jerusalem,</div><div class='add'>+ 	Is.</div><div class='add'>+ 66:13.  
</div><div class='add'>+^clbrdrb</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+15
[Comfort for the r[uin]</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Is. 22:4, “comfort me for the ruin.” that has befallen us upon hearing the tidings
[that we have heard]</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Ob. 1:1, </div><div class='add'>+“We have received tidings.” and the great agony upon the death of his cherished one [that is, his son]</div><div class='add'>+
[We grieve</div><div class='add'>+ 	2 </div><div class='add'>+Sam. 1:26, “I grieve for you.” most sore]ly over him. But it is fitting and proper that we accept true</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
[Divine Judgment from </div><div class='add'>+Him]</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Berakhot 19a, “and he stands and accepts Divine judgment for him.” who </div><div class='add'>+transmits and does not break</div><div class='add'>+
[H</div><div class='add'>+is covenant]</div><div class='add'>+ 	Joshua</div><div class='add'>+ 7:15, “because he broke.” for any of Hiscreatures</div><div class='add'>+, where there is one [fate]</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Song of Songs 3:7.
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+20
</div><div class='add'>+[</div><div class='add'>+for all of them]. The servant [must not] complain against his L</div><div class='add'>+ord for </div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+[in Your hand</div><div class='add'>+ 	I </div><div class='add'>+Chron. 29, 12. i]</div><div class='add'>+s everything. “</div><div class='add'>+The Lord has given, and the Lord has taken away, [blessed be]</div><div class='add'>+
the name of the Lord.”</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ 	Job 1:21.</div><div class='add'>+ All is on loan, and He may again renew its stock.</div><div class='add'>+ </div><div class='add'>+	Job 14:7. M</div><div class='add'>+ay the Lord] accept all prayers for [the departed].
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+[3] Condolence Letter — Rabbi Zemah ben R. Solomon Duran (Algiers, Fift%nnthcwZKKhmW century) </div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Author of the Letter and i</div><div class='add'>+ts Recipient — R. Zemah</div><div class='add'>+ wrote the letter as the opening of a responsum he addressed to R. David Hacohen, who lived in Granada, on the death of his brother, who was apparently also known to R. Zemah</div><div class='add'>+, and was </div><div class='add'>+close to him. Finding out about the death of the brother shocked and greatly saddened R. Zemah.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Content of the Letter — The letter is divided into 25 sections dealing with the following themes: </div><div class='add'>+
The writer describes the physical pain and suffering he underwent when he learned of the death.</div><div class='add'>+
The emotional storm and thoughts of the writer.</div><div class='add'>+
The gloom and fear of death that strikes the “cedars,”</div><div class='add'>+ in contrast to the existence of the evildoers who are compared to those who are “wicked yet well off.”</div><div class='add'>+
Feelings of anger and anxiety for those dear ones who have fallen in the net of death.</div><div class='add'>+
The writer complains about the injustice in evidence — “</div><div class='add'>+the evil person for whom things are good,” i</div><div class='add'>+n contrast to the righteousness of the zaddik </div><div class='add'>+and the evil that befalls him.</div><div class='add'>+
Lamentations and yearning for the deceased brother.</div><div class='add'>+
“The rightness of D</div><div class='add'>+ivine judgment” — all according to God’s will.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+The writer takes comfort in the faith that the soul of the departed shares the fate of the souls of the righteous and af0 </div><div class='add'>+is bound in the bond of everlasting life.</div><div class='add'>+
Consolations and salutations to R. David Cohen and his family, with expectation for comfort in the building up of Jerusalem.</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+An abridgement of the letter is presented here, divided into sections (the notes cite the sources used by the writer). (See Or ve-Nihumim</div><div class='add'>+, pp. 139–143, for the full text.)</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+
Text of the Letter:</div><div class='add'>+
Granada to R. David Hacohen, May God preserve him, son of Jonathan Hacohen, 
</div><div class='add'>+May he rest in Paradise. While </div><div class='add'>+he was there his brother passed away, May he rest in Paradise. </div><div class='add'>+Before I replied to him </div><div class='add'>+I wrote him these words of consolation:</div><div class='add'>+
</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+1
</div><div class='add'>+I am hamstrung. The strings of my heart</div><div class='add'>+ 	</div><div class='add'>+Job 17:11. At the beginning of the letter the writer uses the words of Job </div><div class='add'>+to his companions in which he explains why consolation is useless, since he is very close to dying, for his tendons have been severed and the strings of his heart [have come undone]. fester</div><div class='add'>+</div><div class='add'>+ p</div><div class='add'>+ 38:6: “My wounds stink and fester because of my folly.”
